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What issues do accessory dwelling units address? 

Housing Diversity. ADUs add variety and housing choice. As family 

size and needs change, ADUs offer housing for extended family who 

want to remain close, but need independence. 

ADUs also provide an alternative for senior homeowners who want to 

age in place without the expense and maintenance of a larger home. 

Affordability. ADUs can provide affordable rental housing choices. As 

ADUs are smaller than the primary home on the property, the smaller 

size can reduce the rental price of the unit. 

For homeowners, rent from either the primary unit or ADU can 

provide an additional source of income, offsetting the cost of home 

ownership. 

Density. In 2003, the Western Washington Growth Management 

Hearings Board (WWGMHB) heard a challenge to San Juan County’s 

proposed ordinance allowing detached ADUs in their rural areas.  

The WWGMHB determined that detached ADUs should be considered 

as a separate housing unit, and count towards the density of the 

underlying zone. Certain county’s were exempt from this ruling, as 

their ordinances were established prior to the ruling.  

Current County Policy 

ADUs are currently     

allowed in Olympia, 

Lacey and Tumwater, as 

well as many Urban 

Growth  Areas (UGAs). 

ADUs are not currently    

allowed in the rural    

unincorporated areas.  

Family Member Units 

(TCC 20.09.030) 

In the rural County, one 

temporary mobile/

manufactured or modu-

lar home per property is 

permitted, for the      

purpose of housing a 

family member. 

The unit must be         

removed once the family 

member no longer lives 

on the property.  

Example forms of ADUs 

Attached 

An Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) is a small, separate living unit built on the same lot as a single-

family home. It can be a conversion of a basement, garage or addition to an existing home. An ADU 

has all the basic facilities for day-to-day living, such as a kitchen, sleeping area, and bathroom. 

Detached Garage conversion 
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What elements should be considered when developing ADU standards for Thurston County? 

Shaping our ordinance. ADU standards can be tailored to address the specific needs and 
concerns of our community. Some issues to discuss include: 

Zoning/Land Use 

 How and where can ADUs best fit the character of our rural communities? Are there specific
rural zones where we should not permit ADUs?

 Should ADUs require additional parking spaces?

 How many ADUs are allowed on a property?

 Should ADUs be used for home occupations? What kinds?

 Will ADUs be permitted outright, or require a conditional use permit? Will public notice be
required?

Form/Design 

 Which forms of ADUs should be permitted? Examples: Detached units above garages;
attached units; daylight/traditional basement units; and upstairs units.

 How large/small can the unit be?

 Maximum height? Exception for above garage ADUs?

 Where should the entrance be located (on the side or rear, or facing main driveway)?

 How many bedrooms should be allowed?

 Require cohesive design with primary unit?

 Consider privacy and proximity concerns in design requirements?

Owner & Resident Considerations 

 Require owner occupancy of primary unit or ADU? If so, year round or 6 months of the year?

 Regulate how many occupants are allowed to live in the ADU? On the property as a whole?

 Should utilities be separate from the primary unit, combined, or either?

Other 

• Manufactured, mobile homes and tiny homes permitted as ADUs?

• How will units be tracked/enforced?

• How will pre-existing (grandfathered) Family Member Units be managed?

• Create fee reductions or waivers for ADUs, such as impact fee waivers? 
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